A New Information System for Inventory Management in Hospitality Industry
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Purpose – In this study, it is aimed to design an information system that will facilitate data and inventory control, ordering and procurement and ensure the monitoring of material consumption and cleaning process as a whole.

Design/methodology/approach – This study adopts case study on a sample of five-star hotel chains. The study adopted the typical sampling. Data collection tools of the study are observation, interviews and document analysis (procedures and forms). The ARIMA (2,1,1) Model was utilized as the estimator in this study. The software is web-based, and uses SQL 2008 R2 as database management system. Coding was performed in C #.

Findings –As a result of the systems analysis, there is no reporting on the materials consumed. Therefore, the information related to materials used per-unit or in total is not easily accessible by employees. With the information system introduced in the scope of this study, periodical planning be performed to ensure that demand-dependent material is delivered to the hotel and the needs are met on time.

Originality/value – Study, attempts to bridge the gap in this field especially by facilitating the monitoring control off the relevant processes the processes in an integrated manner. It is considered that the study will contribute to the literature since, although there are many studies on MRP, there is a limited number of studies on the services sector and no studies especially on hotels.